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paged — this year’s novelties at salone internazionale del mobile 2015 

this year at the milan furniture fair, paged will present a record number of new 

products intended for the contract market. 10 new high quality wooden chair 

families by paged collection will provide exciting variety while making the 

coherent offer. thanks to the extremely broad presentation of new models, the 

polish producer can show an entire spectrum of its technological and material 

potential. they can be seen in pavilion no. 8 at stand d30.

the new paged collection brand had its debut at the milan fair last year. first six 

chair families (k2, lubi, tolo, evo, sen and dub) as well as the new image of the 

company were very well received by architects and representatives of furniture 

industry. due to the fact that they were also appreciated by the fair organisers, the 

program council of cosmit spa decided, that this year paged will be transferred to 

the no. 8 „design” pavilion, where all global and reputable brands are displayed. 

at the d30 stand as many as ten premiere collections of the paged collection brand 

will be presented, and each of them consist of three to five products. it is worth 

stressing that paged presents models that are not just prototypes, but are actually 

manufactured. additionally, there will be novelties in the tolo and prop families. 

a vast majority of this year’s proposal are collections designed by tomek rygalik, 

paged’s creative director, who has been consistently developing collaboration with 

young designers. nikodem szpunar has designed the hip family for paged collection 

and he added coffee tables to the prop seats collection.  on the other hand, jan 

lewczuk has created simple and functional link conference chair.

for years paged has been a symbol of polish furniture industry and solid reliable 

design. now there has been an explosion of creativity which combined with the 

technological and material potential of the company has resulted in a record 

number of premieres developed for milan fair. their common feature is variety 

- the fum model is classical, benko is the first in 150 years newly designed bent 

chair while manu is minimalist and ascetic. design universalism is another common 

feature of the novelties. this means that their aesthetic language is understandable 

and noncontroversial., says tomek rygalik, paged’s creative director.
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a family of bent chairs with a visual language of the thonet world. benko is the 

first contract model entirely designed for bentwood since 150 years. the family 

is characterised by a disciplined form relating to traditional bentwood furniture. 

the collection has a strong character thanks to its originally shaped armrests 

whose soft lines provide a touch of feminine expression. the seat and backrest are 

filled with hand-made pleat. this way the non obviously contemporary design of 

the furniture combines two unique and vanishing technologies. the benko family 

covers an armchair and a chair with and without armrests, intended for cafés and 

restaurants, according to thonet’s tradition. 

designed by tomek rygalik / studio rygalikbenko
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a reduced design with strong expression and fresh form, provided by a cross 

structure and backrest in a shape of a horseshoe embracing the user. its straight 

forward simplicity is enhanced by the unique detail of the front leg. an armchair 

is the protagonist of the collection, which also includes a chair and a bar stool. 

different models from the family can be stacked with each other.

designed by tomek rygalik / studio rygalikuxi
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clearly marked angles are the main feature of zap upholstered armchairs. they are 

also characterised by flat surfaces making the backrest and seat area. this visual 

language adds an architectural spirit to the furniture. the top part of the backrest 

is upholstered separately, which allows for diversification in the upholstery fabric 

and colour. 

designed by tomek rygalik / studio rygalikzap
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a range of club upholstered furniture, emphasised by armrests and backrests 

embracing the user. the collection is characterised by a solid form of the seat and 

backrest, complemented by sophisticated upholstery details. optionally, a classical 

capitone quilt is used in the seat interior. the borderline between the soft interior 

and hard exterior is marked by accentuated edges. the design of the furniture 

combines traditional references with a new form. it makes the furniture universal, 

as they match both contemporary and classic interiors. the comfort is increased by 

upholstery belts used in the seat. 

designed by tomek rygalik / studio rygalikfum
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the versatile design of the chair with a system of backrests that come in three 

different shapes. each backrest is available in a veneered or upholstered version. the 

collection also covers an armchair with a wider seat and a backrest that embraces 

the user in even more comfortable way. 

designed by tomek rygalik / studio rygaliklof
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a conference chair available in two versions - with a metal or wooden frame. the 

design of the chair is simple and it is can be stacked efficiently. available with and 

without armrests. 

designed by jan lewczuklink
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rounded edges and rear legs positioned towards the sides make the typical feature 

of the hip family. it also allows stacking the chairs in a comfortable way. the form 

of the chairs is inspired by folding chairs and old school chairs. the frame is 

composed of clearly marked separate elements making an aesthetically coherent 

entirety. the range covers a chair with and without armrests and a bar stool. 

designed by nikodem szpunarhip
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the family of simple seats brings together two wooden elements typical of paged. 

the back leg formed as a subtle arc is made of bent wood, which adds dynamic 

expression to the collection. this effect is emphasised by a moulded plywood 

backrest. upholstery belts are used in the soft seats to make them extremely 

comfortable. 

designed by tomek rygalik / studio rygalikmaba

Maba-promo_paged
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the k3 collection extends the k2 family towards a more universal design language. 

the furniture silhouette has been simplified. internal upholstery of the backrests 

features horizontal stitching to increase their comfort and emphasise the 

character. the series is composed of armchair, chair and bar stool with stainless 

steel swivel bases. the k3 series perfectly complements contemporary office 

interiors bringing warmth to their atmosphere.

designed by tomek rygalik / studio rygalikk3
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the chair is characterised by extremely simple design referring to the archetype of 

a chair. the aim was to design and develop a chair that would be easy to produce 

and offered at a reasonable price. its structure consists of lightweight elements 

with a rectangular and circular section. 

designed by tomek rygalik / studio rygalikmanu
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an innovative chair with the construction being a combination of bent elements 

and moulded plywood. combining solid wood and plywood to ensure durable and 

stable structure of the chair is possible due to a unique technology developed 

in paged while working on this model. the unconventional solution allows for 

combining different kinds of wood, making every chair an original composition. 

the collection also includes a bar stool.

designed by tomek rygalik / studio rygaliktolo
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the strength of the prop design is combining classical style with minimalism. the 

furniture structure is made of turned wooden legs with the seat and backrest made 

of plywood. upholstery is an additional element which adds softness to the models 

and underlines their unique character. the collection comprises four versions of 

the armchair, a chair and two version of a bar stool. this year’s novelties include 

tables and coffee tables.

designed by nikodem szpunarprop
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paged collection
paged collection is a furniture brand mainly focused on contract market. the 

contemporary design of the furniture is based on advanced technology and 

traditional craftsmanship employed in paged factories. it involves elements of bent 

wood and moulded plywood which are the flagship of the company. thanks to 

its variety in design, the furniture collection can match any interior and satisfy 

most specific needs. increased durability of the structure and robust finish provide 

the furniture with high functional characteristics. tomek rygalik is the creative 

director of paged collection 

www.pagedcollection.pl

paged 
paged is one of the most experienced furniture companies in poland. the history 

of the company dates back to 1881 when a furniture factory was set up in jasienica. 

the place symbolizes continuous heritage of the longest functioning furniture 

manufacturer in poland. for over one hundred and thirty years paged has been 

pursuing and developing its business. now the company is among the top european 

furniture manufacturers. the three production plants in jasienica, sędziszów 

małopolski and jarocin manufacture for the polish market as well as fifty 

countries in all continents. the furniture has a very unique design and style, variety 

of finish and a large share of carefully selected solid wood and natural veneers. 

paged’s offer is available in 250 distribution outlets in poland. 

www.paged.pl


